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OCTOBER 2018
“We shall never know all the good
that a simple smile can do.”
Mother Teresa

** CHAPTER T GATHERING PLACE **
Sunrise Café - Middleton
200 E Main Street

Dinner 6 PM followed by the Gathering
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OCTOBER CALENDAR
Kathy Hursh
Delores Lewis
Donna Monnier

FIRE SAFETY MONTH

CHECK YOUR FIRE EXTINGUISHERS!
OCTOBER 6
MCCALL LOOP RIDE
LUNCH AT PANCAKE HOUSE
OCTOBER 8
COLUMBUS DAY OBSERVED
OCTOBER 16
CHAPTER GATHERING
SUNRISE CAFÉ – MIDDLETON
DINNER 6 PM FOLLOWED BY GATHERING

Gary & Liz Collins

OCTOBER 19-21
THOUSAND SPRINGS/RITTER ISLAND
OVERNIGHT IN JACKPOT, NV

Special GWRRA Anniversary

Bill Dohrmann

OCTOBER 31
HAPPY HALLOWEEN!

32 years

NOVEMBER 1
NEWSLETTER ARTICLES DUE
NOVEMBER 3
GRANDVIEW RIDE
LUNCH AT Y-BAR CAFÉ
NOVEMBER 4
DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME ENDS
◆

◆

Congratulations!
Hurricane Florence Donations
Questions were raised at the September Chapter Gathering regarding a
donation to hurricane victims located in Virginia and the Carolinas. The
District Directors for those states posted on their respective websites
those agencies accepting donations. There are also links through businesses,
retailers, and banks where individuals may donate. For those who may be
interested, go to gwrra.org and to the affected state’s District website.

◆

“…Time to celebrate the joys of today, the memories of yesterday,
and the hopes of tomorrow.”
SayingImages.com
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IDAHO DISTRICT NEWS

LAST CALL FOR

We have a date and location! We have confirmed the
KOA at Kamiah the weekend of June 7-8, 2019 for the
IDAHO DISTRICT
OLDE TYME MOUNTAIN MAN
RENDEZVOUS
Tent sites - $10 – 7 sites available (reg $21.48)
All RV Sites - $34 – 85 sites available (reg $38.76)
Motel rooms w/2 Queen beds - $77 – 13 rooms available (reg $86.28)
Motel rooms w/one King bed - $67 – 8 rooms available (reg $75.48)
Small Deluxe Cabins - $97 – 4 cabins available (reg $107.88)
Large Deluxe Cabins - $105 – 2 cabins available (reg $113.28)

SUBMITTING PICTURES
OF YOUR FIRST OR
EARLIEST PICTURE OF
YOURSELF ON A
MOTORCYCLE!

The special group rates include tax and will only be available until
March 1. After that time, the regular rates will apply.
Mark your calendars and watch for further details coming soon!
Holiday Gratuity for the Sunrise Staff

Chapter Gathering
September 18, 2018

Oops!
Somehow
I
managed
to
accidentally
delete all the
pictures
we
took. This one
and another one
that
I
was
forbidden
to
share are all that
exist! Sorry to
the 18 of you
who attended!!

The staff at the Sunrise has been very accommodating and
welcomes us to our Gatherings each month. They set up our
room and try to give us good attention.
We have been extremely fortunate to have a decent place to
meet and eat without a room fee. They are a country café with
a minimum paid wage to their workers. Due to their diligence
in accommodating us to our satisfaction, your Team feels it
would be appropriate to show our appreciation for their service.
We would like to take up an extra holiday gratuity for the staff
at the November Gathering like we did last year.
This is strictly voluntary, and we hope that you will show your
appreciation to the staff. Good help and a good meeting
situation are difficult to find, and I am certain that they will
appreciate your thoughtfulness and generosity. Thank you in
advance for your consideration.

“The best things come to those who don’t give up.”
J.K. Rowling
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Director’s Corner
Glen

Recently, I had an interesting experience which demonstrated how extensive the reach of our
organization, the Gold Wing Road Riders Association (GWRRA), really is. A group of us were ascending
that practically vertical, cliff-like road just east of Warm Lake when a white motorcycle sped by in the
opposite direction. One of the members of the group commented over the CB that the bike was a 2018
Gold Wing Touring Model. About 20 minutes later, after we had reached the end of the pavement and
turned around, a voice suddenly came over the CB which did not belong to anyone in our group. It was
the owner of the white 2018 Gold Wing who was “broadcasting” from about a mile away and several
thousand feet below us! He agreed to join us for lunch at the North Shore Lodge.
As we pulled up beside him in the parking lot, we were surprised to note that John’s sparkling white 2018
DCT Wing displayed Illinois plates, and it was obvious from his mode of dress that he was a GWRRA
member. John was evidently quite well connected because he had already heard that Wing Ding 41 will
be held in Nashville, TN -- information that was less than a day old. He was also aware that his bike was
a carbon copy of the one that had been raffled off at the Wing Ding 40 Closing Ceremonies a few hours
earlier. The obvious question was, what is a guy from one of the largest cities in America doing at such
a remote location in Idaho, riding a new Gold Wing? The answer seemed to be that he “just liked to ride.”
I’m reminded of that phrase from years ago, “You meet the nicest people on a Honda,” which was popular
when Honda 50’s first came out. Now, five decades later, that sentiment should be amended to “GWRRA
members are the nicest people you’re ever going to meet, and you can expect to encounter them
ANYWHERE” as my experience clearly demonstrated.

Glen Goff
Chapter Director
Idaho District Director

“Our lives are defined by opportunities, even the ones we miss.”
F Scott Fitzgerald
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Assistant Chapter Director
Always, Always be Wary - and Aware!
Gary

We haven’t ridden with the Chapter much this year.
We’ve missed that, but our other lives just got in the
way! We did ride (solo) to North Idaho for family
reunion and we continue to make it a point of riding
some in each month. Hopefully some of that will be with
y’all.
It has been a great summer to ride in Southern Idaho,
albeit very warm at times, but now it is Fall and many
opportunities remain. JUST BE CAREFUL AND ALERT! I
continue to see too many reports of traffic accidents,
and unfortunately many of them involve motorcycles.
It’s obvious that many drivers/riders are distracted.
Two of these reports stood out to me, and it seemed
unnecessary - if the riders had been more Alert and
Aware. And give us all a “Heads Up.” One involved a
long-time friend in Southern Idaho when a car failed to
stop at or pulled out from a country road stop sign. The
motorcyclist hit the car and was killed. The second was
in Southern Oregon where the motorcyclist hit the back
of a stopped or slowing vehicle, killing the co-rider on the
bike. I wasn’t there, but it seems to me these were both
accidents that could have been prevented with a little
more Awareness and Wary-ness by the rider. Country
crossroads are always a good place to practice this A &
A. I know the intersection of this accident in Southern
Idaho. There are no sight obstructions, so a little

Awareness and Wary-ness by the rider could/should
have avoided the simultaneous meeting at the
intersection, by watching carefully and slowing a little,
even though they had the “right-of-way.”
As for the Oregon accident, motorcycles generally can
be stopped more quickly than a car, so it seems there
must have been a lack of Awareness and Wary-ness in
this case. Now, as I said, I wasn’t there, so I don’t
know all the details. Traffic, weather, road conditions,
inexperience or distractions may have been
contributory – but all these factors only increase the
necessity to be Aware and Wary.
This is something I have always appreciated about the
riders in our Chapter. You all seem to be careful,
attentive riders. Thank you, I hope you always are.

So many roads, so little time – lets enjoy those
roads and that time safely!

Gary Evans
Asst Chapter Director

Gary & Maxeen

“Just remember, you can’t put your arms around a memory,
so hug someone you love today.”
Anonymous
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Ready, set …RIDE!!
Gary & Liz
It’s official – summer is over and we’ve now entered the unpredictable riding weather of Autumn. The sweltering temperatures
of July and August made riding a real challenge rather than the pleasure we hoped for. Despite the heat and hectic summer
schedules, many of us found time to enjoy some fantastic rides throughout Southern Idaho and the Northwest.
Our calendar included a total of 10 scheduled rides, 17 different riders and 10 different co-riders tallying nearly 25000
participant miles for the June-September rides. While quite impressive, the riding season is not over yet! On October 6, a couple
of Members completed a 275-mile ride through New Meadows and McCall. Although wet and quite chilly, the brisk fall air and
beginning of the the seasonal leaf colors made for a memorable ride.
Missing the late August and early September rides, Liz and I made a cross country trip to
Wing Ding 41 in Knoxville, TN. Traveling 7500 miles across 30 states in 29 days, we visited
4 National Parks, 3 Presidential Libraries, Elvis’ Graceland, the Interntional UFO Museum in
Roswell, NM, and Maggie’s Diner in Madrid, NM (from the movie Wild Hogs). We experienced
temperatures ranging from the low 40s in Northern California to 109 degrees in Death Valley
The East Coast hurricane season brought its share of rain as well, but what an exciting trip!
Wing Ding was attended by more than 8000 from as far away as New Zealand, Europe, and
Israel. Knoxville was a very hospitable city where the crowds seemed to blend right in and
the local GWRRA Chapters provided area ride excursions including the North Carolina “Tail
of the Dragon” with 318 curves over an 11 mile stretch on a 2-lane road. An exciting ride –
even on a trike! The traditional Night Light Parade included more than 400 brightly lit bikes
including many new 2018 Wings.
Again, the riding season is not over yet, and we have another overnight trip scheduled for October 19-20 to Jackpot, NV with a
stop at Ritter Island (Idaho) along the way. Whether raining or clear, this should be a great ride! Look for additional information
in our email in the coming days.

Gary Collins
Ride Coordinator

“If a man does not make new acquaintances as he advances through life,
he will soon find himself left alone.”
Samuel Johnson
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Ride to Tamarack
September 8, 2018

Ride to Featherville
September 15, 2018

Teamwork

Ride to Burns, OR
September 22, 2018

“Wherever we are it’s our friends that make our world.”
Henry Drummond
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Membership Enhancement
How can you help?
Joey

We are closing in on the end of another GREAT year!
Thanks to everyone who has participated in the rides and
events. Special thanks to those who volunteered as
Chapter Gathering Leaders. You all make a difference!
It’s time now for Chapter Members to consider how to
help your Chapter continue to grow.

I speak genuinely about wonderful experiences and the
remarkable people who have come into my life as friends
on this journey in GWRRA. I have appreciated all those
along the way who have been there for support and
encouragement. I have learned so much about GWRRA
and how it operates for the benefit of its Members.

GWRRA re-evaluated its structure and instituted changes
in 2018 to assist its Chapters and Districts in meeting the
needs of its Members: A new approach with a broader
vison. Your Chapter Team has embraced those changes
that felt right for our Chapter. As a result, Chapter T and
the Idaho District are seeing some positive outcomes.
That’s great news for us!

I hope that you will consider becoming a part of the
Chapter Team in 2019. Come on, step forward and
volunteer to take on a Chapter Officer or Assistant
position. You have nothing to fear! The Chapter is stable
and well-organized, nothing to re-invent. We all
experienced a bit of a learning curve getting started, and
we’ve all survived. You will be surprised at how much
fun you can have with it. Most tasks are not difficult or
time consuming unless you make it so. There is a great
group of talent and mentors from which to seek
assistance and to answer questions. We value and
appreciate our volunteer Team, and you can be a part of
this very rewarding experience. Join the FUN!

Volunteering has been a constant in my life since my first
adult commitment at a Veteran’s Hospital at age 18. I
believe in volunteering, and I’m proud to have had
multiple and varied opportunities to serve, learn, and grow
over my lifetime. As a Chapter volunteer for five years
now, I have planned your parties and events as Events
Coordinator since December 2013, Membership
Enhancement Coordinator since January 2017, Newsletter
Editor since September 2014 (award winning Team, not
to brag!), and in February 2017, along with Glen became
your Region I Couple of the Year 2017-2018. Despite
sometimes feeling insecure and overwhelmed (under
staffed), all the tasks and responsibilities undertaken have
proven to be life-changing and rewarding for me. It can
happen for YOU too as part of the leadership Team. I
highly recommend that you consider giving it a try!

“One of the great ironies of life is this: He or she who serves
almost always benefits more than he or she who is served.”
Gordon B. Hinkley

Joey Goff
CMEC &
Asst District MEC
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Since it began in 2008, Pizzas 4
Patriots has shipped over 165,000
pizzas to active service military
personnel serving around the world,
the primary focus being in the
Middle East. They also provide
pizza parties to veterans receiving
care at VA facilities across the
country in honor of Hospitalized
Veterans Week, Fourth of July,
Veterans Day and the Super
Bowl. Their motto is: “Serving the
Best to the Best That Serve!”
Due to enthusiastic support for this
program
at
the
September
Gathering,
we
have
already
received generous donations in
making this our annual charity. We
will continue to collect donations at
the
October
and
November
Gatherings for all those interested in
participating.
To learn more about this program,
their website is https://sgtpizza.org.

“Keep putting out good. It will come back to you tenfold in unexpected ways.”
Dau
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Closing Thoughts….
freshly cut hay. This is the perfect season to
linger outdoors and to enjoy riding our
magnificent touring machines in nearperfect weather until the light of day draws
quickly into dusk. It’s a time to reflect on our
many blessings, to treasure our family,
regard our friends, and appreciate our
surroundings. It’s my favorite time of year!

It is now October and the calendar confirms
that we are in Fall. As we discover the subtle
differences held within each passing day,
they bring with them an anticipation of
things to come as our transition into Fall
continues
through
Thanksgiving
in
November until the Winter Solstice in
December. There is a difference in the sound
of the wind through the trees; the distant
sounds of the ducks and geese in their vflight formations overhead. There is a slight
chill accompanying the breeze; there is the
scent of something changing outdoors; there
is a different feel to the day.

We have a busy month – McCall Loop Ride
October 6, Chapter Gathering on October 16,
overnight ride to Jackpot the weekend of
October 20-22, and Halloween on October
31. Our Sunrise Holiday Gratuity and
Pizzas4Patriots donations due by the
November 13 Gathering. Don’t forget to
Fall is such a beautiful time -- a visual
RSVP at your Matt
earliest
convenience
splendor of colors and a magical feast of
& Deb
Walker for our
Annual Christmas Party on December 8. It
sounds that sometimes you just can't get
will be a fun time with some twists and
enough of!
Have you ever noticed that you
Closing
thoughts…
surprises, so don’t miss it! And one last
can close your eyes and yet still see the
What
a
summer
it
has
been
for
our
Chapter!
From
local
rides
to crossDaylight
country rides;
from theTime
mountains
thing.
Savings
endsto the
on
colors while you hear the rustle of the leaves
beach;
from
Alaska
to
Iceland.
The
adventures
have
been
non
stop!
Can
we
top
our
summer
activities
into
Sunday, November 4. Don’t forget togoing
set your
through the trees and the crunch from those
the Fallfoot?
months? Well, there are a couple of great local rides planned,
an overnight
ride
to Jackpot,
a Fall
activity,
clocks back
for that
extra
hour of
sleep!
under
and of course, our Annual Christmas Party & Luncheon on Saturday, December 8. Our party is the one time of
year
thatpart
we take
opportunity
to honor
Chapter Members,
celebrate
our year,
present
recognitions
Happy
Autumn
andand
Happy
Halloween
toand
all.
A
big
of the
Fall
is also its
rich,our
unique
awards.
There
will
be
some
new
recognitions
this
year,
so
mark
your
calendars
and
plan
to
attend.
Oh,
and
we
do
Be safe, and until next time,
fragrances. It’s the smell of the harvest -- of
have some fun plans for our party so don’t miss out on the laughs! Watch your email for more information.

Keep smiling!

overturned fresh earth preparing for its
winter
Until nextrest;
time, of
keeponions,
smiling!corn, sugar beets,
mint, apples, pumpkins, and the last of the

Joey Goff

Joey Goff, Newsletter Editor 😊

Newsletter Editor

"Autumn is the eternal corrective. It is ripeness and color and a time of maturity; but it is also breadth, and
depth, and distance. What man can stand with autumn on a hilltop and fail to see the span of his world
and the meaning of the rolling hills that reach to the far horizon?"
Hal Borland
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2018 GWRRA TEAMS
IDAHO CHAPTERS
Chapter B Lewiston
Chapter E Idaho Falls
Chapter G Twin Falls
Chapter H Coeur d'Alene
Chapter T Nampa

Larry Fowler
Pat & Marilyn Barnes
Don Sawyer
George Anderson
Glen Goff

Lafowler3@live.com
GWRRA_IDE@yahoo.com
sawyer6021@gmail.com
georgencathy@hotmail.com
glengoff@hotmail.com

Glen & Joey Goff

glengoff@hotmail.com

Don Sawyer
Gary Evans
Martie Mitchell
Joey Goff
Rich & Sue Davis
Chuck Grimm
Glen & Joey Goff
Open
Open

sawyer6021@gmail.com
mdkakk@cableone.net
mysportgear@gmail.com
jgoff4570@hotmail.com
djrwd2@gmail.com
chuck@trikethenorthwest.com
jgoff4570@hotmail.com

President and Wingman
Director of Rider Education

Anita & JR Alkire

Director of Membership Enhancement

Larry & Penny Anthony
Clara & Fred Boldt
Randall & Janet Drake
Mike & Barri Critzman

aalkire@gwrra.org
snhuttman@gmail.com
mepgwrra@gmail.com
toledotriker@gmail.com
financedirector@gwrra.org
itsawingthing@hotmail.com
dan.sanderovich@gmail.com

IDAHO DISTRICT TEAM
District Directors
Asst District Directors
District Treasurer
District Membership Enhancement
Asst MEC/COY Coordinator
District Rider Educators
District Webmaster
District Newsletter Editors
District Ride Coordinator
District University Trainer

TEAM GWRRA

Director of GWRRA University
Director of Finance
Director of Motorist Awareness
Executive Director Overseas

Susan & George Huttman

Dan & Rachel Sanderovich

“The achievements of an organization are the results of
the combined efforts of each individual.”
Vince Lombardi

